Annex to the letter

2014

On the 1st of January the followers and the supporters of the leader of Ukrainian nationalists Stepan Bandera held torch-light procession in Kiev, chanting "Moskal on ganch" and other anti-Russian and anti-Semitic slogans. On the same day neo-Nazis destroyed the monument to Lenin on Taras Shevchenko boulevard and fired the hotel "Premier Palace". Similar torch-light processions were held this day in such cities as Lviv, Ivano-Frankivsk, Dnipropetrovsk and Khmelnitsky.

January 11 (evening) on the Yurkovska street (Podolsky district of Kiev) the group of young neo-Nazis beat orthodox parishioner Hillel Wertheimer, a teacher of Hebrew and Jewish traditions, who was dressed in traditional clothing of the classical orthodox Jew.

January 18 – armed Maidan extremists, during their illegal stay in the Kyiv city center Maidan captured and beat police officers.

January 19 – armed Maidan extremists, during their illegal stay in the Kiev city center Maidan again captured and beat the new coming police officers.

January 20 - neo-nazis-vandals desecrated and smashed the memorial "Grieving Mother", located in Pushkarevsky park in Poltava city.

January 21 and January 24 - armed Maidan extremists, during their illegal stay in the Kiev Maidan, again captured and beat police officers.
January 25 – armed Maidan extremists, during their illegal stay in the Kiev Maidan captured the police officer of the division "Berkut". Neo-Nazis abused, tortured him right on Maidan and plucked out one of his eyes.

In late January - early February there were recorded numerous cases of attacks on Jewish people and other nationalities to racial hatred motivated by members of paramilitary ultra-nationalist groups, which had been taken part in the protest action on the Maidan and Khreshchatyk to be guided by a political party-Ukrainian Union "Freedom".

In the night of February 2, in Alexandria city (Kirovograd region), neo-Nazis desecrated a monument to the Jews - Holocaust victims. Using the black paint, vandals painted a swastika and caused inscriptions: "Death to the Jews" and «Zieg heil». 
On **February 18** armed Maidan extremists during their illegal stay on the Kiev city center captured and tortured the police officers of the "Berkut" division, mocked them and finally killed. **February 18** armed Maidan extremists during their illegal stay on the Kiev city center seized the office of the "Party of Regions", fired it, cynically killed the office clerk Vladimir Zakharov, beat and humiliated dignity of workers, kicking them out of the room, tearing off their jewelry, despite the fact that these were older women.

In the evening, **February 24** neo-Nazis threw the firebomb to the synagogue in the city of Zaporozhye. On **February 28** neo-Nazis desecrated synagogue "Hep-Tomid" in the city of Simferopol. They painted its facade with fascist crosses and the words "Death to the Kikes".
On March 2 the members of right-wing organization "White Hammer" shot at close range with an automatic weapons three police officers of the state traffic police at a check point "Brovary".

March 13, evening, neo-Nazis attacked the chairman of the organization "Hatsala Ukraine" - Rabbi Hillel Cohen in Kiev. He was injured.

On the 8th of March in the city of Chigirin (Cherkasy region), neo-Nazis fired Jewish memorial sign, using a bottle with a flammable liquid.

On March 13 in Kyiv radicals have carried out the attack and robbery of the Ukrainian Business Bank branch.

On March 14 fighters from the organization “Right sector” wearing masks and camouflage uniforms, with the purpose of unlawful seizure of the premises, caused a firearm fight with the residents of the house on the 23/1 Lev Tolstoy street, Kiev. As a result one of the residents with a fractured skull has been delivered unconscious to the intensive care unit of the hospital.

On March 17 neo-Nazis had committed an act of vandalism against the memorial sign to the victims of the Holocaust, which is located on the suburbs of the Novomoskovsk city (Dnipropetrovsk region). The inscription on the granite monument, written in Ukrainian and Hebrew, was covered with green paint.

On March 31 representatives of radical movement “Right sector” opened fire on the main street of Kiev – Khreschatyk, near the hotel Dnipro. As a result - three ordinary citizens were injured.
Several Holocaust monuments in Odessa had been vandalized in the night of April 8.

An attempt to set the synagogue on fire was made on 19 April. The synagogue is located at 15 Karl Libknecht Street in Mykolayiv. The information about anti-Semitic act of vandalism in Dnipropetrovsk appeared on 22 April. Avigdor Eskin, famous pro-Russian political scientist, has shared a link to the Israel newspaper regarding the tombstone of the last Lubavitch rabbi, a remarkable Jewish authority being vandalized.

April 28: at about 12:00 pm, there was an attempt to murder the mayor of the Kharkiv city Genady Kernes. As a result he received a gunshot wound and remained in a wheelchair until now.

May 5: at the entrance to the Novomoskovsk (Dnipropetrovsk region) neo-Nazis repeatedly desecrated the refurbished memorial to Holocaust victims.
June 13: neo-Nazis repeatedly desecrated synagogue "Hep-Tomid" in
the city of Simferopol. Its facade has been painted with fascist crosses
with the words "Death to the Jews".

June 17: the deputy of the Ukrainian Parliament Oleksandr Feldman
was attacked by neo-Nazis. At around 12.00 pm on the Institutska street,
a group of armed men with swastikas on their sleeves surrounded
Feldman, shouting anti-Semitic threats and insulting him.

June 25: neo-Nazis had committed an act of vandalism against the
monument to Holocaust victims in the city of Mykolaiv. The Hebrew
part of the inscription and menorah image were covered with paint.

July 14: neo-Nazis committed an act of vandalism at the old Jewish
cemetery in Kremenchug city (Poltava region). Attackers smashed the
outer wall of the Nachman’s daughters tomb from Breslov, one of the
most revered Hasidic tzaddik (righteous).
July 25: neo-Nazis committed an act of vandalism against the monument to Holocaust victims in the city of Mykolayev. They threw a Molotov cocktail to the memorial stone monument.
On the night of September 21 vandals - neo-Nazis painted Nazi swastika on the monument "Menorah" to the Jewish victims of Babi Yar, which is located in the National Historical and Memorial Preserve "Babi Yar" in Kiev.

On September 24 late night, neo-Nazis threw two Molotov cocktails into the Rosenberg Synagogue yard at Schekovitskoy Street.
On October 14 radicals and neo-Nazis held "March of Fame Heroes" in Kiev. This day has been declared a holiday by the decree of the President of Ukraine - the Day of Defender of the Fatherland, since this day is celebrated as the Day of the creation of the Ukrainian Insurgent
Army (UPA), whose members had collaborated with the Nazis during the Second World War.

November 17 the neo-Nazis again desecrated a memorial "Menora" in the National Historical Memorial Preserve "Babi Yar" in Kiev. Apart from the swastika they painted the number "88", which means "Heil Hitler" in the language of neo-fascist.

November 30: the fighters of the battalion "Azov" has become a part of the main directorate of the Ministry of Interior in Kiev region, where they have been photographing and filming themselves with the Nazi flag, shouting Nazi slogans "Sieg hal".
December 22: neo-Nazis once again committed an act of vandalism at the monument to the Holocaust victims. They made anti-Semitic graffiti with numbers "14/88" indicating a code slogan of the Nazis.
January 1: the followers and the supporters of Ukrainian nationalists leader Stepan Bandera held torch-light procession in Kiev, chanting "Moskal on ganch" and other anti-Russian and anti-Semitic slogans. Similar torch-light processions were held this day in such cities as Lviv, Ivano-Frankivsk, Dnipropetrovsk and Odessa.

In the night of 12 to January 13 vandals - neo-Nazis once again drew swastika on the memorial stone next to "Menora" memorial in the National Historical Memorial Preserve "Babi Yar" in Kiev.

In the morning of January 30 at the memorial stones of "Babi Yar," neo-vandals again portrayed a swastika using sulfuric paint which is no longer possible to remove.
February 14: neo-Nazis had committed an act of anti-Semitic vandalism in the city's historic Jewish cemetery in Kremenchug Poltava region. They desecrated the Ohel - a tomb for praying at the graves of Sarah and Hai, the daughters of Hasidic Tsaddik (righteous man) Nachman from Breslov.

In the night of March 22 in the city of Mykolaev, neo-Nazis desecrated the monument to victims of the Holocaust at the Kherson highway.
On March 22, in Kharkov city neo-Nazis brutally beat to a pulp the chief of pediatric neurosurgery Dukhovskoi Alexander, a Jew by nationality. According to the victim, who has been treated for a long time in the hospital, his beating was accompanied by anti-Semitic insults.

On April 15 the deputy of Ukrainian Parliament Oleg Kalashnikov was killed in Kiev by neo-Nazis at the door of his apartment.

On April 16 the writer and journalist Oles Buzina was assassinated by radicals-neo-Nazi in Kiev, near his home in the daytime.

On April 20, Hitler's birthday event has been held in Kiev book stalls. Those who bought the russophobic book "Black Crow" by Vasyl Shkyalra, received the book "Mein Kampf" by Hitler as a gift.

On April 26 neo-Nazis desecrated a memorial sign to the victims of fascism near Tolbukhin Square in Odessa, where, during the war, the Nazis burned alive in a former artillery warehouses around 25 thousand people, mainly Jews of Odessa and Bessarabia, as well as prisoners of Soviet sailors.
On May 2 at night, members of the radical neo-Nazi organization C14 fired traffic police post office on Brovary highway.

On May 4 members of the radical neo-Nazi organization C14 robbed a petrol station, injured one of its employee and killed two police officers. On May 12 neo-Nazis again desecrated the memorial to Holocaust victims at the entrance to the Novomoskovsk city (Dnipropetrovsk region).
9 June - Mass demonstration of neo-Nazis in Kiev. There were anti-Semitic slogans such as "Down with the Jews!"

At the night of June 16, neo-Nazi desecrated drawing swastika a memorial to Holocaust victims in the city of Nikopol (Dnepropetrovsk region).

On June 24 in Kiev neo-Nazis again had committed an act of vandalism against the memorial to Holocaust victims at Babi Yar. On the monument of the victims of Babi Yar they left a graffiti in the form of a swastika.

In the night of June 29, neo-Nazis fired the ambulance that belonged to Jewish paramedical and rescue organization "Hatsala Ukraine".

In early July, it became known that the “Menorah” memorial to Holocaust victims, standing at the ravine of Babi Yar (Kyiv), has been vandalized yet again.

On July 22, a rally using anti-Semitic slogans took place in Lviv, in front of the building of the Regional State Administration.
On **August 3**, it became known that an act of vandalism took place at a Jewish cemetery in Uzhgorod (Zakarpattia region), located on Kotlyarevskogo street in the Shahta district.

On **August 26**, vandals desecrated a Holocaust memorial located at an exit from Konstantinovka village.

On **August 31** during the manifestation of the right-wing radicals the grenade RGO has been thrown to the police. It killed four police officers and injured dozens of journalists, including French ones.
On the 5th of September the neo-Nazis in the city of Uman took an aggressive attempt to dismantle the tent camp, deployed in preparation for the adoption of the pilgrims on the eve of Rosh Hashanah (Jewish New Year).

On September 6, yet another act of vandalism was discovered against the “Menorah” memorial in the “Babi Yar” State Historical and Cultural Preserve.

On September 13, the night before the Rosh Hashana (Jewish New Year) celebration, the “Menorah” memorial in Babi Yar was desecrated yet again.
On the night of **September 18**, unknown vandals set fire to the ohel (a structure built over the grave of a righteous person, used for prayer) of a tsaddik at the Memorial Jewish Cemetery in Kolomyia (Ivano-Frankivsk Region).

On the evening of **October 4**, unknown vandals desecrated a memorial plaque in Lutsk, commemorating the uprising of Jews in the ghetto in 1942. The anti-Semites poured blue paint over the plaque and wrote "die kikes" on it.

On **October 14** radicals and neo-Nazis held "March of Fame Heroes" in Kiev. This day has been declared a holiday and a day off by the decree of the President of Ukraine, since this day is celebrated as the Day of the creation of the Ukrainian Insurgent Army (UPA), whose members had collaborated with the Nazis during the Second World War. Same marches have been held in such cities as Kharkiv, Odessa, Dnipropetrovsk, Poltava, Lviv, Ivano-Frankivsk.
In the night of November 4, at the memorial of the Jewish cemetery in the city of Kolomyia, Ivano-Frankivsk region, the neo-Nazis again fired the Ohel (prayer hall, chapel), installed on the grave of the righteous, the tsaddik Hillel Boruch Liechtenstein. This was the second time in two months.

At the beginning of November in Poltava city the act of anti-Semitic vandalism had been committed against the monuments to the victims of
Nazism. The monument to "Grieving Mother", located in the park Pushkarevskoe had been desecrated as well.

On the 11\textsuperscript{th} of November neo-Nazis wrote "Kikes in Cherkassy – revolt is coming!" on the promo banner of the candidate running for the mayor of Cherkasy city Aleksandr Radutsky.

On December 26 neo-Nazis committed another act of vandalism at the Memorial Jewish cemetery in the town of Colomyia.
2016

On January 1 in Kiev, celebrating 107th anniversary of Stepan Bandera’s birthday neo-Nazis held a torch march with anti-Semitic and anti-Russian slogans. Similar rallies were held in such cities as Kherson, Odessa, Slavyansk (Donetsk region).
On January 13 neo-Nazis for the third time in the last six months fired to the Ohel (the prayer hall, the chapel on the grave of the righteous) tsaddik Hillel Boruch Liechtenstein. It happened at the territory of the Memorial of the Jewish cemetery in the city of Kolomyia (Ivano-Frankivsk region).
20-21 February at the Maidan (the central Independence Square in Kiev) during the town’s meeting constantly sounded anti-Semitic statements and calls to kill Jews and Russians.

February 23: on the Kiev Independence Square during the Euromaidan manifestation sounded anti-Semitic slogans and calling for the murder of Russian Jews.
At night on March 7 neo-Nazis fired the wreath on the monument "Menorah" at Babi Yar, which had been laid by the Minister of Justice of Israel Ayelet Shaked before.
On March 9 in Kiev, near the subway station "University" neo-Nazi nationalist were holding manifestation with red and black banners. The participants chanted anti-Semitic slogans: "Down with the Jews! Get out from Ukraine, Jews!"
On April 15 neo-Nazis committed another act of anti-Semitic vandalism against the monument to victims of Nazism "Grieving Mother" in Poltava city.

In the evening of May 4 the group of neo-Nazis burned the Israeli flag near the monument to the victims of the Holocaust "Menorah" in the National Historical Memorial "Babi Yar".
On June 12 “Ukrainian Nazis” held a march shouting fascist and anti-Semitic slogans and doing the Hitler salute. They demanded to kill Russian Jews.
On **June 22** neo-Nazis desecrated a memorial to the victims of the ghetto in Lviv. They poured a green paint on the monuments and slabs with the names.

On **July 20** the journalist Pavel Sheremet was murdered. His car has been exploded with a remote control.

On **July 24** vandals-neo-Nazis desecrated the Ohel (prayer house-tomb) over the grave of a Hasidic tsaddik (righteous) Rabbi Aryeh Leib in Shpola city (Cherkasy region).

At night, **August 18** neo-Nazis desecrated the synagogue in the city of Kolomyia (Ivano-Frankivsk region), and on the next day the broken graves have been found at the local Jewish cemetery.
On **August 24** an Israel journalist Yitzhak Hildskhaymer has been attacked in Kharkiv city. He was a participant of the celebration to the 25th anniversary of Ukraine's independence. According to his words, the attacker had hit him from the back. When he turned around, the attacker raised his right arm in the Nazi salute. On **September 9** neo-Nazis committed an act of vandalism in the city of Chernivtsi. They smashed the memorial plaque with the names of donors on the Beit Kadishin wall "House of farewell" in the Jewish cemetery.
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On **September 11** neo-Nazis have committed an act of vandalism at Babi Yar. They painted a swastika and crossed Magen David on a memorial stone "Joint", that had been installed to the 60th anniversary of the shootings as a sign of intent to build a community center "Heritage". On **September 22**, vandals - neo-Nazis desecrated monument to Holocaust victims in the village Zasule (Lubenskiy district, Poltava region).
On September 25, Alexander Pugachev (fighter from battalion "Tornado", which is part of the National Guard of Ukraine) shot and killed the police officer.

On September 25 in Shpola town (Cherkasy region), vandals desecrated the Ohel (prayer house-tomb) over the grave of a Hasidic tsaddik (righteous) Rabbi Aryeh Leib.

October 6 during the day time the group of neo-Nazis, without hiding their faces, tore off the Israel flag from the facade of a building on the 10
Lipsky street, where the restaurant "Jerusalem" was situated. The restaurant has been decorated to the occasion of the opening, which coincided with the Jewish New Year.

On **October 7** the unconscious man was found near Zhytomyr city train station. According to the police information he was Jewish by nationality with beatings and knife wounds. His teeth were knocked out and his nose was broken. With a traumatic brain injury he has been delivered to the hospital. He got few operations in the cities of Zhytomyr and Kyiv, and then he was sent on a special flight to Israel, where another operation has been made. His condition is serious. For the time being he is in a coma.

On **October 14** radicals and neo-Nazis held "March of Fame Heroes" in Kiev. This day has been declared a holiday and a day off by the decree of the President of Ukraine, since this day is celebrated as the Day of the creation of the Ukrainian Insurgent Army (UPA), whose members had collaborated with the Nazis during the Second World War. Same marches have been held in such cities as Kharkiv, Dnipropetrovsk and Kherson. Additionally, the nationalists from the civil corps "Azov", neo-Nazi organization "C14" and the "Right Sector" held their own "march of the nation".
On **October 18** neo-Nazis committed an act of anti-Semitic vandalism in Kremenchug city (Poltava region). Vandals painted swastikas with a white paint and the number "1488", which are encrypted symbol of Nazi slogans on a memorial stone in memory of Holocaust victims.

On **November 16** in the city of Dnipropetrovsk near the community center "Menorah" two neo-Nazi attacked a jew. They insulted the victim
and then began to beat having knocked him to the ground. Jews who were around managed to fight off his attackers from the center. On **November 19** neo-Nazis painted the facade of the Central Synagogue in Chernivtsi with black paint and wrote "Death to the kikes!"

On **December 5** neo-Nazis committed an act of vandalism against the plaque to Holocaust victims in the city of Mykolaev. They poured black paint on the memorial stone. On the night of **December 21**, a group of aggressive neo-Nazi wearing armbands with a swastika broke into the synagogue, located near the grave of Rabbi Nachman in Uman (Cherkasy region). They scattered pieces of pork in the synagogue. They left a pig's head, carved out with a red painted swastika (Nazi cross) on it.
On January 1 in the majority of Ukrainian regional centers the torchlight processions of fascists had been held in honor of Stepan Bandera’s birthday. Particularly in Kiev, Kharkiv, Dnipropetrovsk, Lutsk, Lviv, Slavyansk (Donetsk region). Nazis shouted during the march - "Get out kikes".

On January 7 neo-Nazis destroyed the monument to Holocaust victims in Belgorod-Dniester city (Odessa region).
On **January 9** vandals-neo-Nazis destroyed and painted a swastika on the Polish monument in the village of Huta Penyatskiy (Lviv region). On **January 11** fighters from the battalion "Azov" had beaten up the 26-year-old Israeli Gigel Wertheimer, who was a Hebrew teacher at the Jewish school.

On **January 20** in the village of Bachina (Sambir district, Lviv region), vandals fired the wooden church of the Holy Martyr Josaphat, built in 1868. It was burned to the ground.

On **January 25** neo-Nazis doused with red paint the graves on Polish cemetery in Bykovnya village (Kiev suburb). Vandals also damaged the entrance to the cemetery.
From **January 25** till present time such battalions as "Aidar", "Donbass", "Right Sector", "Kherson", which are the part of the Ukrainian Armed Forces and the National Guard of Ukraine illegally blocking trade transport routes, which connect Ukraine and its east territories that are beyond the Government’s control. Due to their illegal actions there appeared a threat of stopping the thermal power plants in a number of areas in Ukraine, which do not get the desired coal. Due to the illegal blockade the Ukrainian government planned rolling blackouts in Kharkov, Dnepropetrovsk, Kiev, Chernigov, Zaporozhye, Sumy and Cherkassy regions. Management of these cities had been commissioned to create headquarters for emergency situations and man-made.

On **February 8** neo-Nazi painted a brick wall and the building of the Consulate General of Poland in Lviv, leaving anti-Polish signs and red spots.
On **February 11** the Literary club of neo-Nazis division "Azov" "Plomin" organized a lecture - "Oswald Spengler - West twilight and new Caesarism".

On **February 13** nazis from the battalion "Azov" had attacked a Jew Alexander Livshits, an engineer working for a long time in Israel. It happened in Kharkiv city in a day time. He was beaten for his jewish look. He is in hospital intensive care for the time being.

On **February 16**, the Neo nazis haged the portrait of Stepan Bandera on the Gates and Fence of the Embassy of Poland in Ukraine.
On March 2, 2017, the activists of the Odessa branch of the social organization, of the nationalistic orientation "Sokol", painted the Nazi symbols on monuments at the Railway station square and on Marshal Zhukov Avenue in the city of Odessa. So, in the center of Odessa the Nazi symbol "Wolf's Hook" was depicted (it was also the emblem of the 2nd Panzer Division of SS "Reich").
During the night of March 10 to 11, 2017 in Lviv in Sakharov Street (former Alexander Suvorov Street) neo-Nazis outraged the monument to the Polish professors, shot in 1941 by the Nazis and Banderas of the infamous battalion "Nachtigal" ("Nightingale"). They doused the monument with red paint, tried to damage the stone texture, painted a swastika and made the inscription "Death to the Liachy".
On March 12, 2017, at the cemetery in the village of Podkamen, Lviv region, neo-Nazis desecrated Polish graves - they painted them with red paint, on the central cross they drew a swastika and wrote the inscription "Death to Liachy".

Please note that for ninety-two per cent of the above mentioned crimes the state of Ukraine has not even opened a criminal case. For the rest of the specified crimes not a single judgement has been delivered yet.